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To Samarskaya Gubernia (1864-1917) Part 1
By Evgeny Flehm an n

The article tells a story o f  the Germans who had lived in the Kingdom o f  Poland before moving to Samara 
gubernia in Russia. German Konstantinovskaya volost, founded in the 1860s, ceased to exist in 1941 when all 
the Germans in the USSR were subjected to repressions and deported to the eastern regions o f  Russia. Today 
the descendants o f  those Germans live in Russia, the form er USSR republics, Germany, and the United States. 
It is obvious that this ethnic group has not survived till today: it lost not only the territorial unity after the 
deportation from Konstantinovskaya volost, but also its ethno-cultural identity. Thus one can speak about this 
group o f  Germans only in a historical context.

However, there is hope that the eighty years that those Germans spent in Russia (1864-1941) would still be o f  
interest to some people in Russia, Germany, and America. The research done fo r  this article is based on the 
genealogical records o f  the State Historical Archive o f  Samara oblast. These documents, while highlighting 
destinies o f  individual colonists, are at the same time relevant to the general history o f  Russia Germans. O f 
great help were also “historical notes ” by B. Harder, W. Matthies, and A. Flehmann.

Germans in the Kingdom of Poland
Who were Germans o f the Kingdom of Poland? What 
was their life like in Lodz, and surrounding villages 
and small towns, where they had lived before moving 
to Samara gubernia in the 1860s?

This was the time of the industrial revolution when 
Lodz area became the center of textile manufacturing 
and was known as “Eastern Manchester.” Yet, just half 
a century before, Lodz and nearby Windzew, Wolka, 
and Zarzew were just small German settlements.

In 1795 Polish-Lithuanian state Rzeczpospolita (the 
official name of the Republic of Poland) was divided 
between Russia, Prussia, and Austria. Consequently, 
Lodz and Lodz area became part o f Prussia. This is 
when resettlement into the area started to pick up. 
The first Germans to arrive were peasants from the 
Baltic coast of Prussia {Niederdeutsche) invited by 
the Prussian government to develop dairy farms. 
Settlements Dambrowa, Zabieniec, and Stoki were

founded near Lodz. At the beginning o f the 19th century 
Germans from the south-west established village 
Friedrichshagen (named after a Prussian king); then 
the name was changed to Augustow to commemorate 
Herzog Friedrich August von Sachsen. At the same 
time settlers of south-western Württemberg founded 
Grombach (Faznowska Wola in Polish), Wiaczyn, and 
Grünberg, and residents o f Sulzfeld built Neu-Sulzfeld 
and named it after their native village in the southwest 
o f Germany.

The population of Fodz was growing. According to 
German historian Oskar Kossmann (1904-1998), it 
had 191 residents in 1794, 369 in 1797, and 400 in 
1800. Prussian government was encouraging German 
weavers to come to Lodz which was rising as a new 
textile center.

A war with France interrupted the implementation 
o f this plan. The Congress of Vienna (1814 -  1815) 
divided the territory of the Duchy of Warsaw
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established by Napoleon between Russia, Prussia, and 
Austria. Prussia gained Posen, Austria obtained eastern 
and western Galicia. Finally, the bulk o f the Duchy o f 
Warsaw, to which Lodz area belonged, was annexed 
by the Russian Empire and became the Kingdom of 
Poland with the capital in Warsaw. The Kingdom of 
Poland (also known as Kongresspolen and Mittelpolen) 
was granted autonomy with its own government.

After ensuring the support of the Russian Tsar Alexander 
I (1777 -  1825) the Warsaw government set a goal of 
developing industrially the Kingdom of Poland. The 
recent experience o f Prussia in creating textile centers 
came in very handy. The Prussian administration 
initiative was given a new life. Lodz came into focus 
since it already had textile manufacturing. Plans for 
more textile villages were drawn. But the priority was 
to attract skilled spinners and weavers using the tried 
and crucial stimulus -  benefits and privileges.

Weavers from different parts o f Germany started 
to arrive to the Lodz area. Many came from textile 
cities of Schluckenau, Ehrenberg, and Warnsdorf 
in Boehmen and from Oberlausitz. Artisans from 
Schlesien, especially from Riesenberg area, followed. 
More workers came from the towns o f Chemnitz, 
Grimmitschau, Glauchau in Sachsen; from the eastern 
part o f Brandenburg; from some areas o f Posen.

Lodz attracted textile professionals from such faraway 
lands as Schwaben, Wuerttemberg, and Elsass. 
Some local German craftsmen from nearby towns o f 
Konstantinow and Ozorkow started to move to Lodz 
because o f better working incentives.

After having received a privileged status o f an 
“industrial town,” Lodz started rapid development. 
In 1823, textile workers’ settlement Neustadt was 
founded near Altstadt. In 1825 Lodka (Lutka) weavers’ 
colony (named after a nearby river) was established; 
next to it, spinners’ colony Neu Lodka was founded. 
The same year Boehmische Kolonie was established 
by Germans from Boehmen and Schlesing by weavers 
from Schlesien.

The population o f Lodz was quickly growing: weavers,

spinners, and other specialists in linen and cotton kept 
coming. The “textile rush” spread to neighboring 
villages o f Wolka, Zarzew, and Widzew . Alexandrow, 
named after Emperor Alexander I, became a town 
in 1822. In 1821, a textile factory was opened in 
Konstantinow, named after the Governor-General o f 
the Kingdom o f Poland, Prince Konstantin Pavlovich,. 
Even earlier, Pabianice received the status of a “factory 
town.” Other textile towns around Lodz included 
Zgierz, Rzgow, Brzeziny, Strykow.

Among the most prominent German entrepreneurs 
and factory owners o f Lodz were Friedrich Christian 
Wendisch, Johann Christian August Rundzieher, 
Traugott Lange, Johann Lange, Ludwig Grohmann, 
Johann Gottlob Eisert, Gottheb Steinert, Karl Gottlob 
Anstadt from Sachsen, Titus Kopisch from Schlesien, 
Karl Schreibler from Aachen area, Friedrich Wilhelm 
Schweikert from Wuerttemberg. Though Robert 
Biedermann was born in the Kingdom of Poland (in 
Zdunska Wola), his family came from Bayern. In 
1839, Ludwig Geyer from Berlin bought the first steam 
engine for his Lodz factory. Traugott Grohmann and 
Karl Scheibler were known in the Kingdom of Poland 
as “Väter von Lodz.”

The cotton manufacturing o f Lodz was not only taking 
the lead from the textile industry o f England, but 
also implementing English advanced technologies. 
The government o f Lodz saw the town as future 
“Manchester o f the East,” the largest center of textile 
industry not only o f the Kingdom of Poland, but o f the 
whole Russian Empire. In 1825 Emperor Alexander I 
came to visit Lodz from St Petersburg to see the “Lodz 
miracle.”

By 1840, the population o f Lodz was close to 10,000; 
by 1862 -  more than 32,000 people. These were not 
only weavers, spinners, dyers, bleachers and specialists 
with other skills, but also farmers who harvested crops 
and raised animals. In 1864, 33,535 people were living 
in Lodz, among them 22,531 (67%) Germans, 6,539 
(19.5 %) Jews, 4,445 (13.3%) Poles, and 7 (0,.02%) 
Russians.

As we can see, in the first half of the 19th century, the
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German community o f Lodz district was thriving.

In the following years the population growth slowed 
down: it was 38% in 1884, 34% in 1894, and 18% in 
1911. Assimilation processes in the urban environment 
of Lodz and fewer newcomers from the German 
speaking areas might have been some of the factors 
affecting the demographics.

But the main reason why the German population of 
Lodz and its surrounding areas dwindled was the 
Polish Revolt of 1863, as a result of which a significant 
number o f Germans had to leave the Kingdom of 
Poland and resettle to Samarskaya and Volhynskaya 
gubernias.

Finding out where in the Kingdom of Poland these 
Germans used to live is a long and tedious task that 
required using wide variety of archival sources. At the 
initial stage, of great help were family stories that were 
passed on from generation to generation, hand-written 
“notes” and “recollections” o f former residents of the 
German colonies.

In his memoirs, Alexander Flehmann (1918 -  2013) 
whose great-grandfather, Gotlieb Flehmann, was 
among Gross-Konstantinow founders, says that his 
ancestor came from “area by Lodz” without reference to 
a particular settlement. Irmgard Miller from Germany 
who was familiar with Polish archives helped to clarify 
this point. According to her, Gotlieb Flehmann, his 
wife Rosalie (maiden name Schmidt), sons Ferdinand 
(1849), Johann August (1847) and daughter Emilie 
(1851) lived in weavers’ colony Lutka close to Lodz 
(at present, it is in Lodz boundaries). It also turned out 
that Gotlieb was born in the colony of Steinersdorf in 
Schlesien. He and his parents, Fridrich Flehmann and 
Apolonia (maiden name Greisler), moved to Lodka 
(Lutka) when Lodz textile industry started to grow.

Wilchelm Matthies in his “History” describes 
residents of Konstantinovskaya volost as “Lutherans 
and Catholics from Lodz and surrounding area 
(Petrokovskaya gubernia), mainly factory workers.”

According to Bernhard Harder, colonists o f 
Konstantinovskaya volost resettled from western

Poland where they used to work “at factories in Lodz, 
Skiersz, Shirardow and other Polish towns”as “weavers, 
bleachers, dyers, tailors, blacksmiths, metalworkers, 
and shoemakers.” Later, a small group of Germans 
from Kaschubei came and established Peterhof. The 
colony of Kaschubei was in Preussen; nowadays it is 
northwestern Poland. This is what Harder says about 
them: “Peterhof colonists from Kaschubei had been 
developing under the influence o f Prussian culture, 
and this is why they were better educated and more 
knowledgeable than other resettlers. Later, some 
of them became competent officials; others were 
discharged after military service in officers’ ranks.”

The names of colonies Gross-Konstantinov and Klein- 
Konstantinov also help to determine their settlers’ 
origin. Town of Konstantynow (in present day Poland 
-  Konstantynow Lodzki) was founded as a textile 
center with predominantly German population. It 
is reasonable to assume that the two settlements in 
Samarskaya gubernia were named after the colonists’ 
native town in the Kingdom of Poland.

According to all the evidence that sheds light on the 
colonists’ previous place o f residence, it was Lodz and 
other textile towns in the area that the first German 
immigrants came from. In Table 1, the origin in the 
Kingdom of Poland for some German families who 
settled in Konstantinovskaya volost is given.

The causes of German migration from the Kingdom 
of Poland to Samarskaya gubernia, the process of 
establishing and developing German settlements, their 
economic situation in the second half of the XIX -  
beginning of the XX century will be discussed by the 
author in the second part of the article.

Literature and Sources

Copy of historical “notes” of Wilhelm Matties// 
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Historical “notes” o f Alexander Flehmann// Author’s 
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Name Settlement in Konstim 
volost

Residence irr the Kiirgdom of 
Poland

Ebert Strassbtrrg, Reinsfeld, Xikolajew, 
Bergtal, Hoffental

Lodz

Rabek Gross-Romanow, Kaisei tirade, 
Strassburg, Reinsfeld, Friedental

Lodz

Mirer Bergtal Lodz
Strobel Strassburg Lodz
Meisenheiter
(Meisengelter)

Fuerstenstein, Rosental Lodz

Dreiliclr Hoffental, Reinsfeld, Xikolajew Lodz

Flehmann Gr o ss -Kons tantinow, H offental Lodz, Lutka (Lodka)
Krunrm Fuer starrste in Lodz
Biskup Kaisergirade, Hoffental Lodz
Dikopf (Dickopf) Gr o ss -Kons tarrtiirov, Hoffental Lodz
Rakko (Racko, 
Rachow?)

Reirrsfeld Lodz

Wagner Kaise rgnade Lodz
Dojan Strassburg, Bergtal Zvrardow, Wiskitki, 

Czestochowa
Witt Peterlrof, Gross-Romarrov, Klein- 

Romanov, Kaiser girade, Rettungstal
Zprardow

Jabs Gr o ss - Romanov, Klein-Romanov Lgpyga
Stark Gr o ss -Kons tarrtiirov Lonrza
Dahms (Daems) Gr o ss -Pe terhof Lonrza
Schulz Romairov Sterbnv-Boiek near' Lonrza
Boese (Bese) Ronranov Sterbny-Borek near- Lonrza
Kltyan (Klaen, Kljan, 
Klan)

Rosental The Kingdom of Poland

Prochow ski
(Prachowski,
Prochoski?)

Kaise girade The Kiirgdom of Poland

Dechairt (Dekhairt) Kaiser ger ad e The Kiirgdom of Poland

Table 1.
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